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Project Location – Crab Bank
Charleston Harbor, SC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So to get our bearings…here’s Charleston Harbor and here you have the big jetties at the entrance and here’s our site called Crab Bank, it’s just offshore from Mount Pleasant and what’s called Shem Creek which runs through here.  Then here pointed out the Bennis Reach and the Rebellion Reach, these are part of the federal navigation channel where the dredge material for Crab Bank restoration came from.So what’s shown here is a 2018 aerial of Crab Bank (so a few years before the project), and you can see here not much bank.  Pretty much just this nw remnant area remaining pretty much nothing at high tide.



Charleston Harbor Deepening 
Project “Post-45”

• USACE deepening of federal 
navigation channel. Planning 
began in 2011. 

• Recently completed in December 
2022. 

• Achieved a 52-ft depth, yielding 
one of the deepest harbors on the 
East Coast. 

• In August 2019, USACE awarded 
a $124 million dredging contract 
for the Lower Harbor (Wando 
River to Wando Welch Terminal).  

• This included the beneficial use of 
dredged material to rehabilitate 
Crab Bank.

Crab Bank

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll go more into the history of Crab Bank, but first I just want to give you an overview of the deepening project since that’s what made this project happen.  The harbor deepening project was to get the full channel down to 52 ft deep to accommodate larger vessels. Previously had been at 45 ft so they call it the post-45 project.Harbor Deepening projects happening nationwide.  Deepening projects brings one-time opportunity of NEW WORK Material (Good sandy material).  Project will bring increased O&M material (but not good material; i.e., Pluff Mud/fines. silts, clays)Great opportunity to get involved for beneficial uses of new work dredge material.  That’s exactly what the army corps and stake holders did and came up with a plan to rehabilitate Crab Bank.



Post-45 Beneficial Use of Dredged 
Material

• Crab Bank was once a flourishing 
nesting site for seabirds (including 
many highly threatened species).

• Less than ~one acre of land 
above high tide prior to 
restoration.

• Several footprints were 
considered by USACE to meet 
a nesting habitat and 
cost/benefit criteria. 

• None considered material fate 
and/or impacts to surrounding 
areas.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crab Bank used to be home to brown pelicans and other coastal birds.  Terns, skimmers, oystercatchers, plovers, sand pipers, ibis, egrets,  etc.  Prior to the project, it was down to maybe an acre and had zero nests.  So this area got selected as a candidate for beneficial use and the corps looked at several footprints mainly through the lens of meeting a nesting habitat acreage criteria and their standard cost/benefit analysis.  The issue was at the time, none of these footprints were considering future impacts to surrounding areas as this material erodes.The Town of Mount Pleasant was the first one to start voicing these concerns.  They fully supported the project but did worry since ultimately it would end up being them dealing with any unintended negative consequences from the corps nourishing this island.



Post-45 Beneficial Use of Dredged 
Material

• Incremental cost to create the 
bank was covered by SCDNR 
as a non-federal sponsor of 
the project.

• DNR collected public funds 
with a campaign organized 
through the SC Bird 
Conservation Program.

• Ultimately 65% federal money 
and 35% non-federal.

• Key partners: Audubon South 
Carolina, SC Coastal 
Conservation League, Coastal 
Expeditions and individuals.

• This made negotiating a new 
location rather challenging. 
Don’t upset the public interest 
and federal bureaucracy.

Shem Creek

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You had a lot of players involved besides just the corps and the Town.  South Carolina DNR was the non-federal sponsor, plus other partners – Audobon, Coastal Conservation League, Coastal expeditions which is a kayak rental and boat charter company right nearby that could see this as a great ecotourism opportunity. 



Shem Creek – Mount Pleasant, SC

• A vital asset to the 
Town of Mount 
Pleasant
– A shrimping and 

commercial fishing hub
– Restaurant, hospitality, 

and retail row 
– Tourist destination

• Already experiences 
siltation issues causing 
the shallowing of the 
creek.  

• Hog Island channel, 
berth, slip maintenance 
dredging is on the 
Town’s dollar.

Crab Bank at Shem Creek Entrance

The total economic losses to the Town of Mount Pleasant 
that would arise from reducing the depth of Shem Creek 
would total between $82.9 million and $126.1 million 
annually.               
- November 2020 Economic Impact Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So the Town’s main concern was what this new material might do to Shem Creek, which is just north of Crab Bank.   Shem Creek is a vital resource for Mount Pleasant.  There’s a commercial shrimp fleet here, a bunch of shops and restaurants, and it’s a tourist destination and really a big economic driver for Mt. Pleasant.Shem Creek already experiences siltation issues so anything to add to this siltation could really cause some headaches.  Maintaining it and the channel between Crab Bank and Shem creek called Hog Island channel), is on the Town’s dollar.An economic impact study estimated around $100 million in economic losses from reducing the depth.



1950’s Placement & Long-Term 
Migration

• Crab Bank is a spoil 
island created in 
~1958.

• Located in Charleston 
Harbor between the tip 
of Sullivan’s Island 
and Patriots Point and 
at the mouth of Shem 
Creek.

• Has been spreading, 
thinning, and migrating 
north since original 
placement.

• Migration has 
accelerated in recent 
decades (~500 ft 
northward movement 
since 1994).

2017 Outline (red) 

• Hog Island Channel has narrowed 
significantly (by ~25 ft per year) as Crab 
Bank migrates north (over ¼ mile since 
creation).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Town had some concerns with how material for the new island might behave overtime.  And like with anything if you wanna get an idea of what something’s gonna do, it’s a good idea to look at what’s already been going on.  So here to give you a little history, Crab Bank was originally created in 1958 from dredge spoil, from some corps dredging in the harbor back in the day.What’s been happening is due to your wind and wave exposure in the harbor here, where you’ve got a large fetch and waves coming in from the south and east, the bank has been migrating and spreading north since it was placed.  And as a result, this Hog Island channels been getting narrower and narrower.Here this Hog Channel is a secondary access that recreational boats in and out of Shem Creek use.  This other channel here gets used more by the commercial vessels does get maintained by the corps but only every 10-15 years as funding allows.  So once you lose this Hog Channel, you’d have a lot of traffic going through this one channel that also has bad siltation issues, so it’s also really important to the Town to be able to keep this secondary channel open.



2018 Original USACE Plan 

• USACE selected 
“Medium A” for the 
project in March 
2018.

• Large Scale Project
– 825,000 cy total 

placement
• 660,000 cy of sandy 

material ultimately to 
enhance Crab Bank 
upland for nesting 
habitat (~30 acres).

• No consideration of 
material fate.

1959 Crab Bank

USACE Designed Berm Height = 
+8.0 ft MLLW

• Original USACE footprint located 
primarily on the existing NW half of 
Crab Bank remnant (closer to Shem 
Creek mouth).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So looking at original corps plan shown here compared to the original 1958 placement and where it was in 2018, you can see it was being planned to go a lot further north than the original 50s placement and primarily on the NW half of the existing bank, ~900 ft from the Mount Pleasant marsh shoreline.Large Scale Project of ~825,000 CY of Total Added Material (In-situ).  Assumed 20% losses of fines so 660,000 cy of sandy material to do the revitalization project. 60 acres total footprint, 30 acres nesting habitat.  



Town Concerns with Long-Term 
Migration

• Any added material 
will erode and migrate 
over time (as the 
1950s placement did).

• No study or 
consideration of 
sedimentation effects.

• The proposed USACE 
design did not account 
for Crab Bank’s 
northward migration.

• Town engaged ATM in 
August 2018 to model 
and assess the 
impacts of the USACE 
project.

2017 
(Black)

1958 (Blue)

1989 Hog Island 
Channel Width = 

~1,617 ft

2017 Hog Island Channel 
Width = ~930 ft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Due to the large scale of the project the Town was a little worried this material might start making its way into the access channels and start silting into Shem Creek.You can see the original 1950’s USACE placement put the material in a more central location relative to the surrounding channels.  As I mentioned, this Hog Channel is not a federal channel, and Town would be responsible for keeping it open.  And if you start getting more sedimentation into this channel here, even though it’s federally maintained, as I mentioned the corp’s only able to dredge on about a 10-15 year schedule so any more frequent dredging that may come from increased sedimentation issues would also be on their dollar.  The Town was fully in support of the project, they just wanted to make sure these things were being considered, since there was no study looking at this specifically when the original placement footprint was designed.  So we got involved in 2018 to start studying the effects.



ATM Analysis: Long-Term 
Morphology Impacts

• CMS model to 
assess long-term 
movement of sandy 
material.

• 2-year simulations 
of existing 
morphology 
changes, USACE 
plan, and Alts 
(some 5-yr and 10-
yr runs).

• USACE Plan shows 
significant 
sedimentation near 
mouth of Shem 
Creek and in Hog 
Channel.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To look at long-term sediment transport and morphology impacts we used the CMS model – the Coastal Modeling System.  CMS was developed by the army corps and has been applied all over the US and abroad.  It’s a modeling system that couples flow, wave, and sediment transport models to simulate waves, current, water level, sediment transport, and morphology change.We set the model up and ran 2-year runs of existing conditions, the planned corps footprint, and couple alternative placements.  All run under the exact same inputs and parameters so we could compare relative change between the placement scenarios.  And so what these long term runs showed is the current corps plan being placed so far Northwest was showing some significant sedimentation into Hog channel and near the Shem Creek mouth.  Looking at about 5 ft of sedimentation in this area that’s already almost unnavigable during lower tides.



ATM Analysis: Short-Term 
Sedimentation Impacts

• EFDC Hydrodynamic 
and Sediment Model 
to assess potential for 
short-term fine 
sediment impacts.

• Utilized existing 
harbor wide model to 
accurately simulate 
currents and 
transport.

• Found insignificant 
changes in overall 
fines sedimentation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also looked at short term impacts to get an idea of what the fines might do.  As I mentioned the in-situ volume was 825,000 cy, assumed 20% losses of fines to get you that 660 for the nourishment.  So that’s 165,000 cy of fine material (pluff mud as we call it), that’s just going to get washed away immediately.So we used the EFDC model to see where this material was gonna go.  EFDC is the Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC)-it’s the EPA’s hydrodynamic and sediment model.Luckily for this we weren’t building a model from scratch.  As part of the Post-45 Deepening Project, an EFDC sediment transport model, was developed for the entire harbor so we were able to make use of this.  So the Post-45 EFDC model and its sediment model parameterization were used as a base for simulating the FINE sediment transport in the area of Crab Bank and Shem Creek that would come from the Crab Bank nourishment.Fortunately, this showed insignificant changes in sedimentation due to fines so that alleviates some of the concerns with all this pluff mud ending up in Shem Creek.



Concerns with USACE Plan

• Relatively low berm 
(can be overtopped 
during storm and 
king tide events; 
more frequently with 
SLR).

• Increased rate of 
northerly sediment 
migration.

• Original USACE plan 
shows significant 
increased 
sedimentation near 
mouth of Shem 
Creek (0.53 ft/yr
increase).

Hog Island Channel Infilling

Minor Sedimentation 
within Shem Creek 

Channel 

Blue=Deeper (eroding)
Yellow=Shallower (accreting)

Loss of navigability of Hog Island Channel and 
accelerated potential for mainland attachment.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Still there were the concerns with the long-term morphology change of the sandy material. Concerns:Relatively low berm (at 8 ft MLLW).We were seeing significant increases in sedimentation near the Shem Creek mouth.This would make Hog Channel become completely un-navigable within ~2 years.  Also increases the rate and potential for attaching to mainland.  If this happens the value of Crab Bank as a rookery is gone, since now land critters and foxed and all can get on the island.



ATM Recommended Alternative

• Matches the USACE 
Medium A volume 
and acreage (~60 
acres total).

• Takes advantage of 
existing shallow 
areas to the ESE.

• Shifts bulk of 
placement to the 
south and ESE.

• 660,000 cy of sandy 
material found to 
meet and potentially 
extend beyond 50-yr 
project lifespan.

USACE

1959 Crab Bank

ATM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No matter what, we’re in a dynamic coastal environment so the material will erode and migrate over time.  That’s unavoidable…the question is what can we do to mitigate any negative impacts.So we recommended an alternative shifting the bulk of material to be placed further south away from Shem Creek.Taking advantage of the existing shallow areas and utilizing a wider footprint in the more southeastern locations allows an efficient placement of material that can maximize dry ground acreage for nesting habitat and increase project life.  Matched their total footprint and habitat acreage of 30 acres.Shifted ~1,000 ft southeast of original USACE plan.



ATM Recommended Alternative

• Compared to 
original USACE 
plan
– Significantly less 

sedimentation in 
areas of concern                       
(~0.15 ft/yr
increase)

– Reduction in 
impacts to Hog 
Island Channel by 
~71%

• Observed 
benefits to Mount 
Pleasant 
shoreline. 

• Less risk of 
attachment to 
mainland. 

Blue=Deeper (eroding)
Yellow=Shallower (accreting)

Minor Hog Island 
Channel Changes

Minor Shem Creek 
Channel Changes

Sedimentation/Protection to 
marsh shoreline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This did show to significantly reduce sedimentation into Hog Channel compared to the corps plan, without increasing sedimentation into Shem Creek channel, the federal channel.  Only seeing about a 2 in/yr increase near hog channel compared to a couple feet per year.



Revised USACE Plan (April 2019 Plan)

• ATM, Town, USACE, 
and other 
stakeholders met to 
discuss the modeling 
results and the 
Town’s concerns in 
early 2019. 

• USACE agreed to 
consider alternative 
placement farther 
away from mouth of 
Shem Creek. Also 
concurred an 
increased berm 
height is needed.

• USACE obtained 
new depth/elevation 
data and then 
provided a 
“compromise” design 
in April 2019.

• USACE 2019 plan moved south 400-500 feet 
from original Medium A plan and increased 
berm heights.

• Town held public hearings; concerned the April 
2019 plan was still too close to the mouth of 
Shem Creek.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These concerns were raised, the stakeholders all met, and the corps did come up with a revised plan (shown here in yellow).  It did shift the footprint a bit but still a little too close for comfort for the Town.  Still about 1,400 ft from the shoreline when all signs, from a modeling and bathymetry perspective were pointing towards it being more efficient to place further south and southeast to take advantage of the shallow depths here…and this is the safer bet to plan for the northerly migration of the new island that’s going to happen.



Final Design 
• In Fall 2019, ATM used 

the updated survey data 
and modeled the long-
term morphology 
changes of the April 2019 
plan and alternative 
footprints to minimize 
impacts to Shem Creek 
and Hog Channel.

• Town selected “ATM 3” 
as their preferred location 
which they presented to 
USACE.

• Meeting with USACE, 
Norfolk Dredging, Town, 
and ATM in April 2021 
regarding final 
placement.

• The preferred construction design provided 
by Norfolk (based on the latest 2021 survey 
data) resulted in a very favorable location for 
the Town and a win-win for stakeholders as it 
gives more nesting acreage.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we utilized new 2019 bathy and lidar data that had become available and modeled the revised plan along with a few more alts.  The Town selected a preferred alternative called “ATM 3”.  Also recommended an increased berm height.The corps had always insisted the final placement was TBD until just before construction and that the Town’s concerns would be taken into account and that they’d be involved in the conversation.The corps, the dredging contractor Norfolk and the Town all sat down in 2021 to discuss the final design since they now had the latest 2021 data.  Norfolk’s preferred construction design was to take advantage of the existing shallow water to the southeast, maximizing habitat acreage (over 32 acres), resulting in a very favorable location for the Town and win-win for stakeholders.Several local, state, and federal politicians involved helping to push the project forward as a win-win for stakeholders involved.



Construction

• Norfolk Dredging began 
construction on September 
14, 2021. 

• ATM performed weekly 
monitoring of the construction 
for the Town.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So construction began in fall of 2021.  Norfolk dredging hydraulically pumped sand dredged from the Bennis and Rebellion Reaches to form the Crab Bank.We were tasked with performing weekly construction monitoring for the Town.  Here you can see the Pelicans patiently waiting for their new home to be built.



Project Completion – December 
2021

• Highly successful project
– ~32 acres of new nesting habitat created
– Ecotourism, shoreline protection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project was completed in December and now you can go see the new Crab Bank.See here these little humps on the island, almost look like ski moguls.  The corps had Norfolk purposely place material in this undulating non-uniform pattern to create nesting habitat acreage for Brown Pelicans (year-round) and other shorebirds.  Approx 32 acres of habitat.Highly successful project.  In addition to the nesting habitat, you’ve got Ecotourism, shoreline protection.  Not a party island like many residents had concerns it would be. Accessible by boat and kayak and you can visit the island below high tide line during the winter (Oct to March).  No dogs allowed year round.The work of restoring Crab Bank was originally estimated by the corps to be about $4 million. The winning contractor’s bid -Norfolk put a price tag of less than $400,000 on the reconstruction of Crab Bank! With the Army Corps covering 65% of that total cost, the community was left to contribute about $130,000 to make it happen.  So just $130,000 to get this I think is really incredible.
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